Seen by Everyone

NOTE::: Dear Visitor,
i have been thinking about this show in pictures.
this lil book is just full of pictures i’ve been
thinking around. I want it to be like a hand holding
urs as u go round the gallery. a friend.
I don’t wana write u a big long essay about
~meaning & the academix of this all bc truth be
told, we’ve all just tried to make a nice show
that’s a pleasure to be in a gallery with.
idc about the academix, fuk theory, i wana make
u `f/e/el/ the show from the inside out. I want to
place my emphasis here on - space - and feeling - and also - tenderness - thinkin bout how
u might feel around this show this space ahhh.
i hope this show makes u happy. I hope it
brightens ur day. Bc lesbehonest dark times rn. I
hope art can fill a hole and steady ur hand. I hope
this brings u as much joy as it brings me.
Have a happy summer,
lots of love,
ZM
xxx

LC: you know i was thinking about this the other
day… i was on the train and you get these, i don’t
even know what they are… if they’re these flowers or
weeds, but i see them everywhere. and i was
thinking, i’d have no idea how to get them bc they’re
always on train tracks n stuff.
ZM: *laughs*
LC: but i like the idea of taking bunches of what’s
essentially a weed
ZM: ye
LC: and putting it somewhere where it isn’t…
supposed to be? or where it’s not… no one wants to
use weeds in their bouquets… they’re like “why? why
do u want to?” but i think it’d be good to put that
into…. you know, combine it with something, turn it
around, from outside into the gallery, turning the
gallery to face outside… maybe
ZM: i think that’d be a nice way to engage with this
idea of going into the space without anything and
kinda
LC: making things
ZM: ye, maybe like… idk how you’d actually go into
the gallery and make a bouquet with just white walls,
that terrifies me. but, there could be an element of not
complete transformation… but of turning…like….
LC: altering..
ZM: yes, that’s a good way of putting it
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LC: SO also, this is something kind of … when i first
started out as a florist… it used to blow my mind, we’d
have to go and collect up … so if we do a piece of
work for whoever… we did something for a gallery. in
a restaurant… we’d have to go and get it and we’d
chop it into tiny pieces in the bin and it’s like … i think
there’s .. it could be kinda cool to take it apart as a
thing because that is what you do at the end of the
day. a lot of the time we chop them up.
ZM: you… chop them up…. like??? *makes scissor
motions*
LC: we’d chop them up with scissor and like hack at
them into the bin
ZM: omg. that’s such a violent image in my mind
LC: ye, honestly, i couldn’t get my head around it at
all… like. why are we doing this… and that’s why i
started taking everything home. because i was like, i
don’t wana throw it away bc we put so much work into
this one thing that will last like… a few weeks, to a
month, and then we collect it and we chop it up and it
just feels really like….
ZM: that approach is so wild… it’s so…
LC: i know!
ZM: it’s so at odds with what… i guess it kinda makes
sense bc the … as much as i wana see this things as
sculptures they’re so specific and they have this…
length of time… they have a lifespan. once that’s over.
LC: ye… ye…
ZM: it’s such a destructive thing! it really like… hurts
me to think of that…. *grimaces*

LC: hahahaha, that’s exactly how i feel! and i think,
which is why i’ll keep everything bc, i feel it makes me
… it’s just so at odds with the whole process and how
much…. like.. time and care and attention and growth
goes in to making something. and it’ll take us literally
30 seconds to throw it away. but i think it might be
quite nice for us to change that… like i’m really into
the idea of having some closing thing where we just
go round or change what we’ve had and… i don’t
know how easy pressing would be… we’d have to
make some kind of … because i do it on tiny little
ones… old essentially pieces of wood.. we could
make something like that… i like the idea of making it
into something else that disappears again at the end
of the show.
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LC: i really like that idea actually. I think that sounds
really cool. it’s just… i really wana see if i can go over
soon to go and have a proper look and try and work it
out, because then we can have some firm ideas of
what it is exactly that we’ll.. make… because what i
think i’m struggling with at the moment is like, all these
ideas … but i don’t know how to like solidify it into
something?
ZM: that’s fine! that’s…i feel like that’s … what art is
like, that… i feel like this is *laughing* this is like every
day for me i’m like… i’m doing these things? and idk
what they are? i don’t know how to.. like…and you try
and do these things and then think about them, and
talk about them in a … rational? way, in a way that
feels … like … cogent and then… it’s just this is just
this cycle, this vicious circle of playing catch up. you
know when you’re peddling a bike and your feet are
never quite in the same position *flaps hands* that’s
what art feels like, like constantly chasing your tail
it’s… which is fine! like… i don’t think at any point in
my practice, and i definitely wouldn’t wana, like…
bring this mindset of ‘we’ve gotta come to a conclusion
with this show’ like maybe it could be as simple as
doing these tiny actions and they’re just enough to…
there doesn’t have to be any kind of great, big
reasoning … i generally get really pissed of when you
read press releases and they’re like “ this show deals
with THIS and THIs and tHIS”, and they’re all these
kinda vague, like massive abstract concepts and it
feels so…. macho
LC: yea… yea yea yea!
ZM: so macho to be like: “i’m wrestling with THIS as

artist”. Maybe we could bring the scale right down…
LC: really really small
ZM: just do these very small things that like… and
then… maybe my position would be tryna situate all of
these things in relation with each other & do
something with that?
LC: i guess it’d be… at the end of it would be… a big
group of really small ideas we’ve had, or really small
conversations, tiny words, or tiny ideas that are gonna
make…. a show and… yea… i guess, cos in my mind i
don’t know if it’s just my perspective & where i’m
coming from. but… when Maggie first asked me,
whether i wanted to do it. i got really excited about it,
and then i was like, “why am i doing it?” i didn’t really
understand what the purpose was, or almost…. what
the point was? of like… just didn’t know where she
was coming from … and when she was like: “it’s up to
you guys where ur coming from” i was like, ok… it
plays with that idea of us working out what our place is
and how we work as a pair or how that works with this
other element and i think it’s just as well.. we’re
coming from geographically different places as well
ZM: yea
LC: it’s all completely different

LC: i think that’s also something… i very recently began
trusting my own intuition as a florist, because when
you’re new to it, you know i was saying that there’s this
weird hierarchy of ‘o, you don’t really know anything, you
don’t really have qualifications you’re not a real florist’
ZM: that’s so interesting tho, so wild…
LC: i only.. but another thing, like i’d never think there
were so many things i could understand as a florist… it
was just something i was like ‘hey, i think i wana do this’
but like.. there’s wild competition and you can’t talk to
other florists and nobody shares ideas. everybody’s so:
“this is mine”. it’s really…. it’s just strange. it’s almost
really stifling when you’re trying to be creative, make
something beautiful and then you have all these people
that have all these set ideas about how you make a
bouquet or which flowers or colour you use together, i
think maybe because i don’t think in that very linear way,
that’s just not how that works for me
ZM: it’s super rigid…
LC: well, yea! yea, and it’s reflected in the stuff that i
make. but a lot of people that are traditional florists are
like “whoah, that’s not a bouquet, you can’t give that to
someone” but like… why is it better, why is it worse..
who’s deciding this stuff and… also i feel about like.. art
stuff, i’m like who’s deciding that this is good, that we
should all be stood here looking at this
ZM: yea, there is the question of …. not really
hierarchy… maybe just the hierarchy of taste… the fact
that taste in both of these arenas of floristry and art….
there’s the assumption that taste is an objective thing…
but it’s like… who’s deciding. it’s clearly someone,
someone who’s taken their subjectivity and turned it into
something objective… but… i think it’s quite nice, i think
we both kinda… stand apart from that and it’s a really

good call on Maggie’s part to put us together, good call
LC: definitely! i can see, now i’ve started talking to you, i
can see what she was thinking of with the whole thing like..
it’s really nice to talk to someone who … or to collaborate
with someone! who thinks of all this stuff in the same way.
it means we can make something really… i think i’ll be
really lovely.. it’s such a nice thing to bring together!
ZM: yea! AW! that’s all i ever want from like.. aw!
LC: *laughs*
ZM: i just want lovely art! and it sounds like maybe… that..
scale, that tenderness does feel like it’s missing from lots
of things… like, not just the art world, but… it’s definitely
missing from art.. but that scale has definitely gone… the
question of care is really important, otherwise it does feel,
like… super-macho, like intellectual flexing which is totally
…. like it’s just navel-gazing, i don’t think.. i think it doesn’t
mean anything. there is a way you can take academic
enquiry and that research … the project being research
driven and apply it in a way that’s tender, and that’s what
i’m really interested in at the moment. maybe that….
LC: yes, the idea of tenderness is really… i think there’s
something really special in it. because you can like you
said, apply it to everything but i think it also has it’s own
like… it’s put somewhere and it’s people don’t feel like
they can use it, or you can’t use it to transform anything, or
understand anything… but you feel like you can with
everything!
ZM: yea… and maybe that assumption is gendered… and
it’s a lot more complex… and i’m tryna unpick it at the
moment, and i feel like it’s just one of those things…. this
has given me loads to think about

ZM: i’ve been stalking ur instagram & erm… one thing i
do find really interesting is the way you photograph these
bouquets. Like. it’s a very specific perspective of your
view, and like… you’re holding it out in ur hand… like,
you’re very present in these pictures. and i think for me
what would be quite interesting is positioning these
shots… these kind of … almost documentation.. but a
very kind of specific documentation.. like it’s .. when ur
an artist and u make a painting or sculptures or
whatever, u take a nice picture once it’s done and it’s
very clean and it’s against a white background… but with
these bouquets you’re documenting them like…
immediately after you’ve finished it feels like?
LC: yeye, that’s literally wot i do. ye, like i’ll make it and
then even before like… i don’t like wrapping them o
doing anything with them apart from having them just
as… like plain stems or like… ye it’s literally like… i’ll tie
it and take the picture
ZM: i find that really interesting. and i think maybe those
particular shots that…. of the bouquets on your
instagram.. i think there could be an interesting
relationship between them and the actual… them as
actual 3D sculptural objects… in person. and
like………….. like…. the process that it takes to make
them … and then this image, them as a flat image….
that might be…. but i don’t know how to kind of….
ummm…
LC: ye ye, i’ve been thinking about erm… so when i
work with ….(inaudible) i never think about the finished
picture of the bouquet and i think that’s a really
interesting thing to pick up on. when i think about this
whole process. from unwrapping the stem to begin with
there’s like… it takes such a long time to get this one tiny
little picture out of it. but i don’t know whether it’d be cool

to have things literally somehow…. idk… like through each
stage. because we like kind of… so when i buy flowers for
the shop, we buy like 50 stems or something, but i’ll use
one stem. so we have so much waste in order to make…
but well. not waste. but you select this one very specific
thing from this huge bunch of flowers.
ZM: so it goes from a lot to something very very curated…
that’s interesting…
LC: ye, really considered. everything has such specific,
like… way to sit. and i think it was really cool what you
were saying about reflecting good art-making.. like
everything is so SO specific. and i don’t know if we could
really break it down. so everything is super like… i don’t
really know how we’d go about it… that’s what i think i’m
struggling with..
ZM: so term…. what i think might be quite nice is…. erm, i
think it’d … what’s interesting for me is the conversation
we’re gonna have around the show… these bits where
we’re like… seeing where like ur practice as a florist meets
my practice as an artist. … … idk how i wana like…. turn
this into something… idk whether i want it to be, or
whether u want it to be like a video that records and
maybe we take our email and read them out like a script to
each other or something… or whether
LC: i really suite like that idea bc its…. it’s all the same
thing … it’s tiny tiny things that we have at the end of the
day that will make this one… and i think it’d be kinda cool
to keep everything.
ZM: ye! and … but maybe it also could be a publication.
like maybe this idea of keeping everything and urning
that… keeping that all as a mass behind the work maybe..
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thank u,
lots of love
ZM, LC &MM

